FIDM STUDENT HOUSING

Make friends, learn life-building skills, and be part of a community.

Why Choose FIDM Housing?

> It’s a great way to acclimate to college life and a new city, meet new friends, attend fun events, and network with other students.

> All of our units are 2-bedroom, 2-bath premium apartment units located near each campus in LA, OC, and SD. (SF Housing staff provides affordable independent housing options close to campus.) Most students apply to be in a shared bedroom, shared bath with another resident. Apartments accommodate up to four residents. Private rooms are available at double the cost.

> The cost includes rent, basic cable, furniture, utilities, and internet access.

> Resident Advisors live on site (LA only) and regularly visit each unit to help students transition and learn about FIDM.

> Student Housing is not a dorm, but FIDM does manage the individual units within the privately owned and operated apartment properties.

“Our housing is pretty unique, in that it’s independent living, with dorm-like rules. And because our students are on a fast-track to be industry-ready when they graduate, the FIDM Student Housing experience becomes a great way to learn about themselves and build important life skills.”

– FIDM Housing Associate Director, LA

Students can use FIDM Housing as a stepping stone to fully independent living or stay in Student Housing for the entire program. For information about quarterly (10 weeks) Student Housing fees and answers to other frequently asked questions about FIDM Student Housing, please visit fidm.edu/go/housingFAQs.
Independent Living Options:

- Independent apartment options are listed on FIDM.edu.
- Apartment and roommate referrals are available through the FIDM Portal for accepted students.
- New students can connect with other accepted FIDM Students to meet and discuss housing through our private online community.
- SF Housing staff provides current, affordable residence club referrals in great areas like Union Square, Nob Hill, and Pacific Heights.
- Students can independently rent an apartment at any of the buildings we use for FIDM Student Housing.
- Contact FIDM Housing for more options tailored to your needs.

“I chose FIDM Housing for my 18 year-old daughter because it was her first time away from home.” — Carol M., FIDM Parent

“I chose to explore the independent options because I’ve lived on my own before and I know the city I’m studying in well.” — Katherine P., FIDM Student

“Our FIDM Housing experience was a very positive one. We truly appreciated the beauty, security, and convenience of the FIDM Housing accommodations.” — Rena S., FIDM Parent
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